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• Canada’s system grew out of the Elizabethan
Poor Law of 1601—caring for the elderly was the
role of churches and charities
• Paid for by federal transfers until 1996 (Extended
Health Care Services Program); replaced by
Canada Health and Social Transfer which
collapsed targeted federal funding for long term
institutional care
• Still does not fall under the 1984 Canada Health
Act—considered an extended-health service, not
an insured service
• The federal government continues to have a
hand in long term care through its funding of First
Nations’ community care and Veterans’ long term
care.

1. The
History of
Long Term
Care

• No established federal standards for LTC
across Canada = a patchwork of programs and
variations in the availability of services, level of
public funding, eligibility criteria, and out-ofpocket costs for clients and residents
• The "sexy stuff" in health care involves fixing
and curing people, while long-term care has too
often focused on ‘providing a bed until death’
• Most residents and staff in care facilities are
female, suggesting that gender also plays a
role in the neglect of the system.
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History of
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• One of the highest rates of institutionalization in the
world (1in 3)
• 627 facilities with 78,500 beds
• 58% for profit
• 24% not-for-profit
• 16% municipally operated
• 60% of homes have 100+ beds
• Only 40% less than 96 beds
• Median survival rate: 2.2 years
• 1800+ residents have died
• Ontario has lowest hours of daily care per resident
• Government ignored recommendations made 3
months ago to improve LTC/cope with a second
wave

Long Term
Care Today
In Ontario

LONG TERM CARE FUNDING
ALLOCATION
% SPENT ON NURSING HOMES

% SPENT ON HOME/COMM
CARE

CANADA

87

13

OECD* COUNTRY AVERAGE

65

35

DENMARK

36

64

* Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) countries

What Else
Caused
The COVID
Carnage?

• Before COVID people normally cared for in
hospital increasingly being cared for in care
homes
• Moved long-term care into a position where it
was expected to be a substitute for a higher
level of acute care
• But the staffing models/physical plants have
never kept pace with the complexities of
resident care
• Thus COVID-19 did not create the carnage—it
exploited pre-existing conditions, whether in
patients or in healthcare systems
• We had a playbook—we just ignored it.

What Else
Caused
The
Carnage?

HOMES
• Not physically designed for infection
control – multiple people in rooms
separated by only a curtain
• Inadequate PPE – went to government
funded/equipped hospitals
• No updated pandemic/isolation protocols
• Ontario scaled back annual inspections.

STAFF
• Homes understaffed for 20+ years – now
unable to provide the bare minimum of care

What Else
Caused
The
Carnage?

• Staff mainly PSWs
• Too little, ongoing training—did not know how
prevent/stop/control spread of COVID-19

• Work on contract/poor pay, no benefits; must
work in multiple homes to earn a living
• Complete cross contamination from the
beginning between PSWs, families, suppliers
and volunteers.

• Although the majority of Canadians want to age/die at home,
many will not be able to do so for a number of reasons:
• Frailty
• Multiple chronic illnesses

The Future

• Dementia
• No family support available
• Inadequate home/community care
• As unacceptable as many long term care homes are now,
there is a growing movement across this country demanding
a complete overhaul of the care continuum to allow
Canadians to age at home or in a small, safe care homes.

As we move forward:
We know that long term takes up 7 per cent of public health care
spending

The Future

But we don’t know:
• How it gets allocated between homes
• How it’s spent
• How much profit is taken
• How many staff work at a particular facility
• Their turnover rates
• If staff are permanent
• If there are enough staff to provide the care
• What kind of individual conversations or agreements are made
with each of the large providers
• How much those providers pay back into political campaigns
We don’t have:
• Transparency
• Accountability

• A $100-million class action launched in May against
Revera Retirement Living and Sienna Senior Living.
Between them, the two companies own more than 130

The Future
(Bill 161)

nursing homes in Ontario
• A class-action claim launched on behalf of anyone who
lived at any of Chartwell's 27 long-term care homes in the
province
• A class-action claim against six long-term care homes
owned, operated or managed by Responsive Group Inc.

The biggest problem that all people in nursing homes have is
loneliness, boredom, a lack of purpose
• So what have we done?
• Stopped communal dining

The Future:
Tough
Ethical
Issues

• stopped recreational activities
• Restricted family visits, stopped excursions and stopped children from
visiting – unethical

The role of women in long term care
• About 95 per cent of the paid workers are women
• 75 per cent of unpaid caregivers are women
• Two-thirds of people with dementia are women
• Two-thirds of people in nursing homes are women—a highly gendered
environment which must be addressed

• The elderly have become invisible in Canada; the public needs to take
off the blinders and demand what is right, demand ethical care.

Throne speech:
The Government will:

Long Term
Care and
Ontario
Council:
Where To
Concentrat
e Efforts

• Work with Parliament on Criminal Code amendments to explicitly
penalize those who neglect seniors under their care
• Work with the provinces and territories to set new, national
standards for long-term care so that seniors get the best support
possible
• Take additional action to help people stay in their homes longer
• Will look at further targeted measures for personal support workers,
who do an essential service helping the most vulnerable in our
communities
Ontario Council:
• Continue to demand a commission vs. a public inquiry
• Concentrate on staffing
• Concentrate on sustainable funding
• Join CanAge, SSAO
• Help remove ageism around ageing/long term care.

• COVID 19: Long-Term Care Preparedness September 29, 2020
• www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/ltc/docs/
covid-19/mltc-covid19-ltc-reparedness.pdf

Resources

• Why Are Canadians So Upset About The
Abuse, Neglect And Deaths In Our Long Term
Care Homes?
www.ltcplanningnetwork.com. Click on
COVID-19.
• CanAge www.canage.ca. National advocacy
organization for older adults
• Seniors For Social Action (SSAO). A
progressive force for change.
www.seniorsactionontario.com
• Living To 100 www.livingto100.com
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Long Term Care Planning Network
www.ltcplanningnetwork.com
It’s never too early to start the care conversation…A
Guide For Adult Children & Their Parents
Long Term Care: A Practical Planning Guide For
Canadians
The Critical Illness/Long Term Care Planner

The 10-Step Long Term Care Planner
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